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A Companion to Folklore 2014-08-25
a companion to folklore presents an original and comprehensive
collection of essays from international experts in the field of
folklore studies unprecedented in depth and scope this state of
the art collection uniquely displays the vitality of folklore
research across the globe an unprecedented collection of original
state of the art essays on folklore authored by international
experts examines the practices and theoretical approaches
developed to understand the phenomena of folklore considers
folklore in the context of multi disciplinary topics that include
poetics performance religious practice myth ritual and symbol
oral textuality history law politics and power as well as the social
base of folklore selected by choice as a 2013 outstanding
academic title

Apartment Stories 2023-11-10
in urban studies the nineteenth century is the age of great cities
in feminist studies it is the era of the separate domestic sphere
but what of the city s homes in the course of answering this
question apartment stories provides a singular and radically new
framework for understanding the urban and the domestic turning
to an element of the cityscape that is thoroughly familiar yet
frequently overlooked sharon marcus argues that the apartment
house embodied the intersections of city and home public and
private and masculine and feminine spheres moving deftly from
novels to architectural treatises legal debates and popular urban
observation marcus compares the representation of the
apartment house in paris and london along the way she excavates
the urban ghost tales that encoded londoners ambivalence about
city dwellings contends that haussmannization enclosed paris in a
new regime of privacy and locates a female counterpart to the
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flâneur and the omniscient realist narrator the portière who
supervised the apartment building

Defending National Treasures
2011-04-07
national treasures explores the fate of french art and heritage
during the nazi occupation of france revealing the roots of
contemporary cultural policy in the vichy era and exposing a
hidden convergence of resistance and collaboration in french
museology

The Practice of Everyday Life 1998
volume 1 considers the uses to which social representation and
modes of social behavior are put by individuals and groups
describing the tactics available to the common man for reclaiming
his own autonomy from the all pervasive forces of commerce
politics and culture volume 2 is based on on microhistories that
move from the private sphere of dwelling cooking and
homemaking to the public the experience of living in a
neighborhood delves into the subtle tactics of resistance and
private practices that make living a subversive art

Collecting, Ordering, Governing
2016-12-02
the coauthors of this theoretically innovative work explore the
relationships among anthropological fieldwork museum collecting
and display and social governance in the early twentieth century
in australia britain france new zealand and the united states with
case studies ranging from the musée de l homme s 1930s
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fieldwork missions in french indo china to the influence of franz
boas s culture concept on the development of american museums
the authors illuminate recent debates about postwar forms of
multicultural governance cultural conceptions of difference and
postcolonial policy and practice in museums collecting ordering
governing is essential reading for scholars and students of
anthropology museum studies cultural studies and indigenous
studies as well as museum and heritage professionals

Nature Knowledge 2004-11
numerous scholars in particular anthropologists historians
economists linguists and biologists have over the last few years
studied forms of knowledge and use of nature and of the ways
nature can be protected and conserved some of the most
prominent scholars have come together in this volume to reflect
on what has been achieved so far to compare the work carried out
in the past to discuss the problems that have emerged from
different research projects and to map out the way forward

Art History and Visual Studies in
Europe 2012-06-22
this book undertakes a critical survey of art history across europe
examining the recent conceptual and methodological concerns
informing the discipline as well as the political social and
ideological factors that have shaped its development in specific
national contexts

The Oxford Handbook of the History of
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Consumption 2012-03-22
the term consumption covers the desire for goods and services
their acquisition use and disposal the study of consumption has
grown enormously in recent years and it has been the subject of
major historiographical debates did the eighteenth century bring
a consumer revolution was there a great divergence between east
and west did the twentieth century see the triumph of global
consumerism questions of consumption have become defining
topics in all branches of history from gender and labour history to
political history and cultural studies the oxford handbook of the
history of consumption offers a timely overview of how our
understanding of consumption in history has changed in the last
generation taking the reader from the ancient period to the
twenty first century it includes chapters on asia europe africa and
north america brings together new perspectives highlights
cutting edge areas of research and offers a guide through the
main historiographical developments contributions from leading
historians examine the spaces of consumption consumer politics
luxury and waste nationalism and empire the body well being
youth cultures and fashion the handbook also showcases the
different ways in which recent historians have approached the
subject from cultural and economic history to political history and
technology studies including areas where multidisciplinary
approaches have been especially fruitful

The Abbé Grégoire and his World
2013-03-07
a distinguished group of international scholars from the
disciplines of history philosophy literature and art history offer a
reconsideration of the ideas and the impact of the abbé henri
grégoire one of the most important figures of the french
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revolution and a contributor to the campaigns for jewish
emancipation rights for blacks the reform of the catholic church
and many other causes

Pasts Beyond Memory 2004
contributing to current debates on relationships between culture
and the social and the changing practices of modern museums
this important new work explores how evolutionary museums
developed in the usa uk and australia in the late 19th century

Utopia's Garden 2010-12-15
the royal parisian botanical garden the jardin du roi was a jewel
in the crown of the french old regime praised by both rulers and
scientific practitioners yet unlike many such institutions the
jardin not only survived the french revolution but by 1800 had
become the world s leading public establishment of natural
history the muséum d histoire naturelle e c spary traces the
scientific administrative and political strategies that enabled the
foundation of the muséum arguing that agriculture and animal
breeding rank alongside classification and collections in
explaining why natural history was important for french rulers
but the muséum s success was also a consequence of its
employees revolutionary rhetoric by displaying the natural order
they suggested the institution could assist in fashioning a self
educating self policing republican people natural history was
presented as an indispensable source of national prosperity and
individual virtue spary s fascinating account opens a new chapter
in the history of france science and the enlightenment
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Global Culture 2016-05-06
first published in 2002 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an
informa company

Art in Museums 2000-12-01
canvasses past and contemporary problems of cultural
representation and the relationship between the artist the
museum and society

The Politics and Practices of Cultural
Heritage in the Middle East 2014-04-21
during the nineteenth century cultural heritage became a
dominant feature of the political ideology of the european states
and of their colonies it became a new form of legitimization for
the rising nation state cementing its inextricable link with that
nation s politics and practices the set of concepts and practices
defining cultural heritage were exported to and imposed over the
colonized populations in north africa and the near east the legacy
of the colonial period has proven very significant in the domain of
cultural heritage which has become a crucial cultural arena in
many arab states as in the majorities of post colonial states in the
arab world the inherited paradigm of cultural heritage has been
subject to various forms of adaption and re elaboration that have
made it a lively and complex space of negotiations between
various actors thus in the politics of cultural heritage in the
middle east irene maffi and rami daher draw together expert
scholars to unravel these complex processes that are involved in
the definition production and consumption of heritage and its
material culture in the middle east and the dynamics of the key
actors involved the variety of the cases analysed that cover the
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region from morocco to lebanon as well as the multiplicity of the
actors concerned such as the state post colonial or colonial
international organizations municipal councils local communities
families and even exceptional personalities highlights and
explores the complex processes where very local and specific
dynamics intertwine with transnational economic political and
cultural fluxes in its examination of the workings of cultural
heritage in the middle east this book is an important resource for
students and scholars of middle east studies cultural history
history of art and architecture and for stakeholders involved in
the field of cultural heritage

The Absence of Work 2010
a provocative investigation of marcel broodthaers s work as a
reflection on the uses and abuses of language

Mediating Memory in the Museum
2013-10-16
mediating memory in the museum is a contribution to an
emerging field of research that is situated at the interface
between memory studies and museum studies it highlights the
role of museums in the proliferation of the so called memory
boom as well as the influence of memory discourses on
international trends in museum cultures

Memorializing the Anglo-Boer War of
1899-1902 2015-01-28
memorializing the anglo boer war of 1899 1902 is a study of a
group of memorials to soldiers who fought in a now nearly
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forgotten war and deals with the many factors influencing why
there was such an unprecedented number of memorials compared
to those to previous conflicts like the crimean war fifty years
earlier one of the most important issues was the impact of
changes in the organization of the british army in the late 1800s
particularly the creation of locally based regiments heavily
manned by volunteers drawn from local communities the book
includes a detailed commentary on the social conditions in
england that also account for the unprecedented number of
commemorations of this conflict it discusses the variety of forms
memorials took informal drinking fountains spion kop stands at
football stadiums formal stained glass windows statues etc and
the numerous and diverse places where they were located
cathedrals town squares public schools and universities the
growth of the national press and the rise of literacy is dealt with
in detail as well as the telegraph whose invention meant that
news became available overnight space is given to discuss the
expression of victorian prosperity in public works the part played
by the established church is well documented and an insight is
given into the contribution of imperialism patriotism and jingoism
all these factors explain the motivation for the memorials creation
the book is illustrated with photographs and articles from
newspapers of the day appendices cover those who are not
commemorated lost memorials those who unveiled the memorials
colonial involvement and more memorializing the anglo boer war
of 1899 1902 will appeal particularly to social historians and
students of military and social history

Worthy Monuments 1989
attracting controversy as readily as they do crowds art museums
the grand louvre project and the new orsay in paris or the
proposed whitney and guggenheim additions in new york for
example occupy a curious but central position in world culture
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choosing the art museums of provincial france in the previous
century as a paradigm daniel sherman reaches toward an
understanding of the museum s place in modern society by
exploring its past he uses an array of previously unstudied
archival sources as evidence that the museum s emergence as an
institution involved not only the intricacies of national policy but
also the political dynamics and social fabric of the nineteenth
century city the author ascertains that while the french state
played an important role in the creation of provincial museums
during the revolutionary era for much of the next century it was
content simply to send works of art to the provinces when in the
1880s the new republican regime began to devote more attention
to the real purposes and functions of provincial museums officials
were surprised to learn that the initiative had already passed into
the hands of local elites who had nurtured their own museums
from their inception sherman devotes particular attention to the
museums of bordeaux dijon marseilles and rouen from their
origins as repositories for objects confiscated during the
revolution they began to attract the attention of local
governments which started to add objects purchased at regional
art exhibitions in the period 1860 1890 monumental buildings
were constructed and these museums became identified with the
cities bourgeois leaders this central connection with local elites
has continued to our own day and leads into the author s
stimulating reflections on the art museum s past present and
future this original and highly readable account should attract
those with an interest in cultural institutions and art history in
general as well as those who study the history and sociology of
modern france

The Land between Two Seas: Art on the
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Move in the Mediterranean and the
Black Sea 1300–1700 2022-06-20
the land between two seas art on the move in the mediterranean
and the black sea 1300 1700 focuses on the strong riverine ties
that connect the seas of the mediterranean system from the
western mediterranean through the sea of marmara the black sea
and the sea of azov and their hinterland addressing the mediating
role of the balkans between east and west all the way to poland
and lithuania as well as this region s contribution to the larger
mediterranean artistic and cultural melting pot this innovative
volume explores ideas artworks and stories that moved through
these territories linking the cultures of central asia with those of
western europe

Visualizing Russia 2010-07-14
this book elaborates the origins of the famed russian style and
celebrates the seminal role that fedor solntsev plays in its
development thus rescuing from near obscurity this pioneer in the
arts of the nineteenth century and in the formation of the defining
image of imperial russia

Performing the Past 2010
karin tilmans is an historian and academic coordinator of the max
weber programme at the european university institute florence
frank van vree is an historian and professor of journalism at the
university of amsterdam jay m winter is the charles j stille
professor of history at yale
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The Purchase of the Past 2020-06-25
offers a broad and vivid overview of the culture of collecting in
france over the long nineteenth century

Mourning Sickness 2011
this book explores hegel s response to the french revolutionary
terror and its impact on germany like many of his contemporaries
hegel was struck by the seeming parallel between the political
upheaval in france and the intellectual upheaval in german
thought inaugurated by the protestant reformation and brought to
a climax by german idealism he believed as did many others that
a political revolution would be unnecessary in germany because
this intellectual revolution would preempt it mourning sickness
provides a new reading of these ideas in the light of
contemporary theories of historical trauma it explores the ways in
which major historical events are experienced vicariously and the
fantasies we use to make sense of them rebecca comay brings
hegel into relation with the most burning contemporary
discussions around catastrophe revolution and the role of media
in shaping our political experience the book will be of interest to
readers of philosophy literature cultural studies history political
theory and memory studies

Time's Witness 2021-06-24
from the wolfson prize winning author of god s architect pugin
and the building of romantic britain between the fall of the
bastille in 1789 and the opening of the great exhibition in 1851
history changed the grand narratives of the enlightenment
concerned with kings and statesmen gave way to a new interest
in the lives of ordinary people oral history costume history the
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history of food and furniture of gothic architecture theatre and
much else were explored as never before antiquarianism the
study of the material remains of the past was not new but now
hundreds of men and some women became antiquaries and set
about rediscovering their national history in britain france and
germany the romantic age valued facts but it also valued
imagination and it brought both to the study of history among its
achievements were the preservation of the bayeux tapestry the
analysis and dating of gothic architecture and the first publication
of beowulf it dispelled old myths and gave us new ones
shakespeare s birthplace clan tartans and the arrow in harold s
eye are among their legacies from scholars to imposters the
dozen or so antiquaries at the heart of this book show us history
in the making

Borders in East and West 2022-09-13
how we define border studies is transforming from focussing on a
line in the sand to the more complex notions of how constituting a
border is practiced sustained and modified in the expansion of
borders studies the areas explored across europe and asia have
been numerous but the specific themes that arise through
comparative case studies are novel when approach europe and
asian borderlands comparing the border experiences in east asia
and europe in a number of thematic clusters ranging from
economics tourism and food production to ethnicity migration and
conquest borders in east and west aims to decenter border
studies from its current focus on the americas and europe

The Nashua Directory 1897
this book explores the multifaceted aspects of sculptor s
workshops from the renaissance to the early nineteenth century
contributors take a fresh look at the sculptor s workshop as both
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a physical and discursive space by studying some of the most
prominent artists sculptural practices the workshop appears as a
multifaced sociable and practical space the book creates a
narrative in which the sculptural workshop appears as a working
laboratory where new measuring techniques new materials and
new instruments were tested and became part of the lived
experience of the artist and central to the works coming into
being artists covered include donatello roubilliac thorvaldsen
canova and christian daniel rauch the book will be of interest to
scholars studying art history sculpture artist workshops and
european studies

Europa 2001
this important critical study of the history of public art museums
in austria hungary explores their place in the wider history of
european museums and collecting their role as public institutions
and their involvement in the complex cultural politics of the
habsburg empire focusing on institutions in vienna cracow prague
zagreb and budapest the museum age in austria hungary traces
the evolution of museum culture over the long nineteenth century
from the 1784 installation of imperial art collections in the
belvedere palace as a gallery open to the public to the dissolution
of austria hungary after the first world war drawing on source
materials from across the empire the authors reveal how the rise
of museums and display was connected to growing tensions
between the efforts of viennese authorities to promote a
cosmopolitan and multinational social political and cultural
identity on the one hand and on the other the rights of national
groups and cultures to self expression they demonstrate the ways
in which museum collecting policies practices of display and
architecture engaged with these political agendas and how
museums reflected and enabled shifting forms of civic identity
emerging forms of professional practice the production of
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knowledge and the changing composition of the public sphere
original in its approach and sweeping in scope this fascinating
study of the museum age of austria hungary will be welcomed by
students and scholars interested in the cultural and art history of
central europe

Studies in Eighteenth-century Culture
1987
the first volume in two centuries on alexandre lenoir s museum of
french monuments in paris this study presents a comprehensive
picture of a seminal project of french revolutionary cultural policy
one crucial to the development of the modern museum institution
the book offers a new critical perspective of the museum s
importance and continuing relevance to the history of material
culture and collecting through juxtaposition with its main
opponent the respected connoisseur and theorist quatrem de
quincy this innovative approach highlights the cultural and
intellectual context of the debate situating it in the dilemmas of
emerging modernity the idea of nationhood and changing
attitudes to art and its histories open only from 1795 to 1816 the
museum of french monuments was at once popular and
controversial the salvaged sculptures and architectural fragments
that formed its collection presented the first chronological
panorama of french art which drew the public it also drew the ire
of critics who saw the museum as an offense against the
monuments artistic integrity underlying this localized conflict
were emerging ideas about the nature of art and its relationship
to history which still define our understanding of notions of
heritage monument and the museum
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Les vies de Dominique-Vivant Denon
2001
the first volume in two centuries on alexandre lenoir s museum of
french monuments in paris this study presents a comprehensive
picture of a seminal project of french revolutionary cultural policy
one crucial to the development of the modern museum institution
the book offers a new critical perspective of the museum s
importance and continuing relevance to the history of material
culture and collecting through juxtaposition with its main
opponent the respected connoisseur and theorist quatremère de
quincy this innovative approach highlights the cultural and
intellectual context of the debate situating it in the dilemmas of
emerging modernity the idea of nationhood and changing
attitudes to art and its histories open only from 1795 to 1816 the
museum of french monuments was at once popular and
controversial the salvaged sculptures and architectural fragments
that formed its collection presented the first chronological
panorama of french art which drew the public it also drew the ire
of critics who saw the museum as an offense against the
monuments artistic integrity underlying this localized conflict
were emerging ideas about the nature of art and its relationship
to history which still define our understanding of notions of
heritage monument and the museum

Sculpture Workshops as Space and
Concept 2022-03-20
mudejarismo and moorish revival in europe offers a critical
examination of the reception of ibero islamic architecture in
medieval iberia and 19th century europe taking selected case
studies as a starting point the volume challenges prevalent
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readings of interconnected cultural and artistic phenomena

The Museum Age in Austria-Hungary
2021-02-25
ein wenig bekanntes phänomen innerhalb des sogenannten
maurischen revivals ist die intensive auseinandersetzung
russischer architekten mit der ibero islamischen architektur
insbesondere mit den mittelalterlichen nasridenpalästen der
alhambra in granada die materialreiche studie analysiert
orientalisierende bauwerke und interieurs des 19 jahrhunderts in
st petersburg und zeichnet die transferwege nach über die das
formenvokabular der alhambra von spanien nach russland
gelangte sie bezieht wesentliche aspekte der russischen
kulturgeschichte und der europäischen orient vorstellungen des
19 jahrhunderts mit ein und zeigt dass russische architekten und
die kaiserliche akademie der künste zu den pionieren des
maurischen revivals gehörten erstmalige betrachtung der
orientalisierenden architektur st petersburgs im
gesamteuropäischen kontext russische architekten als pioniere
des maurischen revivals

The Museum of French Monuments
1795?816 2017-07-05
europe s national museums have since their creation been at the
centre of on going nation making processes national museums
negotiate conflicts and contradictions and entrain the community
sufficiently to obtain the support of scientists and art
connoisseurs citizens and taxpayers policy makers domestic and
foreign visitors alike national museums and nation building in
europe 1750 2010 assess the national museum as a manifestation
of cultural and political desires rather than that a straightforward
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representation of the historical facts of a nation national
museums and nation building in europe 1750 2010 examines the
degree to which national museums have created models and
representations of nations their past present and future and
proceeds to assess the consequences of such attempts revealing
how different types of nations and states former empires
monarchies republics pre modern modern or post imperial
entities deploy and prioritise different types of museums based on
art archaeology culture and ethnography in their making this
book constitutes the first comprehensive and comparative
perspective on national museums in europe and their intricate
relationship to the making of nations and states

The Museum of French Monuments
1795-1816 2013
aan het einde van de achttiende eeuw ontstonden op belgisch
grondgebied de eerste openbare musea die openden aan het
begin van de negentiende eeuw hun deuren voor het publiek zo
kon het museumbezoek zich als nieuwe culturele activiteit
ontplooien in dit boek wordt bestudeerd hoe dat proces verliep
steunend op uitvoerig archiefonderzoek en royaal geïllustreerd
met fraai beeldmateriaal biedt dit boek een breed opgezette
geschiedenis van het museumbezoek in belgië in de periode vanaf
de onafhankelijkheid tot het begin van de eerste wereldoorlog nys
schetst de snelle expansie van het museumwezen analyseert de
ideeën die leefden over het museumbezoek beschrijft hoe het
museumbezoek concreet verliep tracht het toenmalige
museumpubliek een gezicht te geven en staat ook uitvoerig stil bij
hoe dat publiek zijn bezoek aan de belgische musea heeft beleefd
op die manier krijgt de lezer een origineel portret van het rijke
negentiende eeuwse belgische museumlandschap
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Mudejarismo and Moorish Revival in
Europe 2021-03-22

Taking the Alhambra to St. Petersburg
2023-12-18

National Museums and Nation-building
in Europe 1750-2010 2014-12-05

De intrede van het publiek 2012

Comprendre l'éclectisme 1997

Material History Review 2002

Illuminismo 2008
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